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CONS P EC TU S

T he transport of ions and molecules across lipid bilayer membranes
connects cells and cellular compartments with their environment.

This biological process is central to a host of functions including signal
transduction in neurons and the olfactory and gustatory sensing
systems, the translocation of biosynthetic intermediates and products,
and the uptake of nutrients, drugs, and probes. Biological transport
systems are highly regulated and selectively respond to a broad range
of physical and chemical stimulation. A large percentage of today's
drugs and many antimicrobial or antifungal agents take advantage of
these systems. Other biological transport systems are highly toxic, such
as the anthrax toxin or melittin from bee venom.

For more than three decades, organic and supramolecular chemists have been interested in developing new transport systems.
Over time, curiosity about the basic design has evolved toward developing of responsive systems with applications in materials
sciences and medicine. Our early contributions to this field focused on the introduction of new structural motifs with emphasis on
rigid-rod scaffolds, artificial β-barrels, or π-stacks. Using these scaffolds, we have constructed selective systems that respond
to voltage, pH, ligands, inhibitors, or light (multifunctional photosystems). We have described sensing applications that cover
the three primary principles of sensor development: immunosensors that use aptamers, biosensors (an “artificial” tongue), and
differential sensors (an “artificial” nose).

In this Account, we focus on our recent interest in applying synthetic transport systems as analytical tools to identify the
functional relevance of less common noncovalent interactions, anion�π interactions, halogen bonds, and anion�macrodipole
interactions. Anion�π interactions, the poorly explored counterpart of cation�π interactions, occur in aromatic systems with a
positive quadrupole moment, such as TNT or hexafluorobenzene. To observe these elusive interactions in action, we synthesized
naphthalenediimide transporters of increasing π-acidity up to an unprecedented quadrupole moment ofþ39 Buckinghams and
characterized these systems in comparison with tandem mass spectrometry and computational simulations. With π-acidic
calixarenes and calixpyrroles, we have validated our results on anion�π interactions and initiated our studies of halogen bonds.
Halogen bonds originate from the σ-hole that appears on top of electron-deficient iodines, bromines, and chlorines. Halogen-bond
donors are ideal for anion transport because they are as strong and at least as directional as hydrogen-bond donors, but also
hydrophobic. The discovery of the smallest possible organic anion transporter, trifluoroiodomethane, illustrates the power of
halogen-bond donors. This molecule contains a single carbon atom and is a gas with a boiling point of�22 �C. Anion�macrodi-
pole interactions, finally, differ significantly from anion�π interactions and halogen bonds because they are important in nature
and cannot be studied with small molecules. We have used anion-transporting peptide/urea nanotubes to examine these
interactions in synthetic transport systems. To facilitate the understanding of the described results, we also include an in-depth
discussion of the meaning of Hill coefficients.

The use of synthetic transport systems to catch less common noncovalent interactions at work is important because it helps to
expand the collection of interactions available to create functional systems. Progress in this direction furthers fundamental
knowledge and invites many different applications. For illustration, we briefly discuss how this knowledge could apply to the
development of new catalysts.
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1. Introduction
Since its inception in the late 1970s, research on synthetic

transport systems has grown into a mature field. Progress is

being reviewed regularly.1�8 These reviews put increasing

emphasis on subdomains because full coverage of the

expanding field is becoming increasingly difficult. However,

this special issue will produce a comprehensive summary of

the state of the art in the broadest sense.9 Given this unique

situation, we felt that a more general introduction would be

redundant and decided to entirely focus on our own con-

tributions to the field.

The first contribution to the field was the introduction of

rigid-rod molecules as membrane-spanning scaffolds.10

This idea worked out very well. Depth quenching experi-

ments demonstrated that rigid-rod scaffolds of a length that

matches the thickness of lipid bilayer membranes adopt

transmembrane orientation independent of the substituents

attached along the scaffold. The construction of hydrogen-

bonded chains along transmembrane rigid-rod scaffolds

provided access to selective proton transport. Push�pull

rods such as 1 with donors and acceptors at both ends gave

ion channels that are activated by constructive macrodipole�
potential interactions in polarized membranes (Figure 1).

Cation�π interactions along π-basic p-oligophenyl rods

were employed to build ligand-gated potassium transpor-

ters (i.e., 2, Figure 1). The complementary anion�π slides

were created with π-acidic naphthalenediimide (NDI) rods

(e.g., 3).11 Perylenediimide (PDI) rods weremade to combine

active, photoinduced transport of electrons in one direction

with passive anion antiport along anion�π slides (e.g., 4).12

In artificial β-barrels, oligophenyl rods are used as 3D

turns to roll the 2D β-sheets into the 3D barrels (e.g., 5,

Figure 1).13 With hydrophobic amino acid residues at the

outer and hydrophilic ones at the inner barrel surface,

artificial β-barrels provided modular access to synthetic

pores. Molecular recognition by these multifunctional pores

was used to create catalytic pores and offered an ideal

starting point for sensing applications.

The use of synthetic transport systems as sensors is

somehow “natural” as our tongues and noses operate with

responsive pores in lipid bilayer membranes. However,

contrary to significant progress with bioengineered systems

on the one hand and nonmembrane-based chemosensors

on the other hand, the topic has attracted surprisingly little

attention. To change this situation, we first focused on

biosensing.14,15 This term stands for the use of analyte-specific

FIGURE 1. Classical motifs for transmembrane ion transport include push�pull rods 1, cation�π slides 2, anion�π slides 3, anion�π photosystem 4,
artificial β-barrels 5, and π�stack architectures 6 and 7.
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enzymes to generate the signal. Multifunctional pores that

are activated or inactivated by substrates or products of the

enzymatic signal generation were ideal for signal transduc-

tion. Biosensing with synthetic transport systems was ex-

emplified with an artificial tongue,15 additional analytes

covered include inositol phosphates (phytate, IP7),
16 poly-

phenols,17 or cholesterol.18

“Immunosensing” with aptamers, the more accessible

DNA counterpart of antibodies, was realized considering

that the activity of DNA as counterion-activated cation

transporter increases with increasing length.19 Highly active

supramolecular polymers of double-stranded helices were

created with sticky ends for aptamers and their antiapta-

mers. Analyte binding then disassembles this active trans-

porter into inactive single-stranded DNA fragments. This

sensing strategy is attractive because it is universal and

because, different to biosensing, the same molecule ac-

counts for signal generation and signal transduction.

Differential sensors, that is, sensors that operate by

pattern generation and pattern recognition, were the hard-

est to get with synthetic transport systems.20 This was

surprising because differential chemosensors have been

successfully developed for almost any other method avail-

able, and because our nose works this way. Differential

sensing is the only possibility to sense more than 10000

odorants with ∼350 olfactory receptors only. The problem

with synthetic transport systems was pattern generation.

This problemwas solvedwith cations that contain one to six

reactive hydrazides to capture ketone- or aldehyde-containing

odorants in situ.20 Patterns were then generated from the

different ability of the obtained amphiphiles to activate DNA

as cation transporter in fluorogenic vesicles. Pattern recogni-

tion by principal component analysis was successful for all

analytes tested, including stereoisomers of muscone, citro-

nellal, carvone, and cucumber aldehyde, and for perfumes.

The potential of synthetic transport systems as analytical

tool to elaborate on otherwise less common interactions has

been recognized only recently. However, interactions beyond

the standard hydrogen bonding, ion pairing, or π-stacking

(e.g., 6, 7) have been around for a while. Aromatic donor�
acceptor interactions have appeared as π-clamps within

artificial β-barrels for sensing applications15,17 or as inter-

calators to untwist π-stacked photosystems 6 into ion chan-

nels (Figure 1).21 Macrodipole�potential interactions in

push�pull rods 1 have been used early on for voltage

gating,22�24 and cation�π interactions are of central interest

in π-slides 2. Membrane potentials have been applied to

modulatemolecular recognition25,26 and catalysis.27 The topic

really came into focus when we wanted to see if anion�π

interactions really account for the anion transport in an-

ion�π slides such as 3 or 4.11,12 In the following, we will

summarize the resulting studies on the use of synthetic

transport systems to detect anion�π interactions,28�31 halo-

gen bonds,31,32 and anion�macrodipole interactions33 in

action.

2. Anion�π Interactions
Most aromatic systems are π-basic, have a negative quad-

rupole moment Qzz < 0, and can therefore attract cations

(Figure 2a). Benzene 8, for example, has a Qzz = �8.5

Buckinghams (B). In cation�π slides 2, we have used cation�π

interactions along π-basic scaffolds to transport potassium

cations across lipid bilayer membranes (Figure 1).10 To

attract anions rather than cations, the quadrupole moment

perpendicular to the aromatic plane has to be inverted. This

can be done; the most popular example for π-acids is hexa-

fluorobenzene 9 with Qzz = þ9.5 B. In anion�π slides 3, we

have used NDIs because we found that their quadrupole

moment is exceptionally high, in the range of TNT.11

FIGURE 2. (a) For anion�π interactions to occur, the negative quadru-
pole moments Qzz of π-basic aromatics has to be inverted. (b) Electro-
static potential surfaces and Qzz of dicyano NDI 10 (red, electron-rich;
blue, electron-poor); (c) chloride binding to 10 (compare Figure 3 for
structure). Adapted from ref 28with permission, 2010Nature Publishing
Group. (d) Crystal packing of (M)/(P)-19 (left), (M)/(P)-20 (middle), and (P)-
21 (right, obtained from (M)/(P)-21, compare Figure 5 for structures).
Adapted from ref 30 with permission, 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.
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However, anion�π interactions are much less explored

than cation�π interactions, difficult to confirm experimen-

tally, and thus mostly ignored in the design of functional

systems.34�38 To verify that anion�π interactions really

account for the activity of anion�π slides 3, we started

looking for model systems as simple as possible, with little

left for anions to bind to except for a π-acidic surface. In the

NDI 10, the π-acidity is increased by two cyano substituents

in the NDI core (Figure 3).28 The electrostatic potential sur-

face of 10 shows a totally blue surface for the naphthalene

core, highly deficient of electrons (Figure 2b). An absolutely

outstanding Qzz = þ39 B was the result.

In computational models, chloride binding was found to

occur on the π-acidic surface, a bit off center and supported

by C�H anion interactions with the peripheral phenyl group

(Figure 2c). Decreasing π-acidity in 11 and increasing crowd-

ing of the active site in mesityl analogues 12 and 13

gradually reduced the binding energy Eint = �135 kJ mol�1

computed for 10 (Figures 2 and 3). The same trend was

found in laser-induced tandem mass spectrometry (MS)

fragmentation series for heterodimer complexes as well as

in transport experiments in fluorogenic vesicles. The EC50 =

300 nM, that is the effective concentration needed to

observe 50% activity in dose response curves, identified

an unusually high activity for a transporter as small as 10.

Controls showed that nonspecific leakage does not contri-

bute to the observed transport activity. The perfect match of

computed binding energies, affinity series from tandem MS

and transport activities was considered as convincing ex-

perimental evidence that anion�π interactions really ac-

count for the observed transport.

Hill coefficients deserve a general comment. They report

on the stoichiometry as well as the stability of supramole-

cular transport systems.39 Hill coefficients n are obtained

from the Hill equation

Y � (cM=EC50)
n

The equation describes all possible dose response curves,

that is the dependence of transport activity Y on the

concentration cM of the transporter in monomeric form.
In its originalmeaning, theHill coefficientndescribes how

many monomers are needed in the active structure. How-

ever, the Hill equation applies in this original meaning only

as long as the concentration of the monomer is in excess,40

that is for unstable supramolecules that exist only as a

minority component together with an excess of inactive

monomers. These unstable active structures, characterized

by n > 1, are thus challenging to detect.

With the equilibrium shifting toward a supramolecular

active structure, the monomer concentration becomes in-

creasingly irrelevant. Instead, the concentration of the increas-

ingly stable supramolecule enters into the Hill equation, which

makes the Hill coefficient naturally go to one. Early on, this

left us with the question howHill analysis can identify such a

stable supramolecule, characterized by n = 1. The answer

was denaturation-assistedHill analysis.39 In thismethod, the

stable supramolecule is first destabilized by chemical or

thermal denaturation to artificially produce an excess of

monomer, and then the dose response curve is recorded

to reveal supramolecular nature and stoichiometry of the

system of interest.

Applications of these lessons to the first generationofNDI

transporters suggested that their active structure is either a

monomer or a stable oligomer (Figure 3). The n = 2.2 found

for NDIs 15 with a destabilizing negative charge already

pointed toward supramolecular active structures. Hill coeffi-

cients up to n = 7.4 found in the second generation of NDI

transporters implied thepresenceof at least octameric active

structures (see below). Arguably, they are best considered as

tetrameric bundles in both leaflets of the bilayer membrane.

A particularly impressive example for the importance of a

deep understanding of Hill coefficients will be given in the

section on anion-macrodipole interactions.33

The anion selectivity topologies in fluorogenic vesicles

depended strongly on the structure of the transporter. Weak

selectivity with a general increase in activity with decreasing

FIGURE 3. Structure of selected transporters with EC50's and Hill
coefficients.
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dehydration penalty was measured for NDI 14 (Figure 4a).

This so-called Hofmeister topology is the least interesting

outcome because it suggests that selectivity is determined

by the cost of dehydration and contributions frombinding to

the transporter are less important. The origin of this boring

selectivity topology was attributed to interference from

nonspecific ion pairing near the π-acidic surface.

Replacement of the positive charge in 14 by a negative

charge in 15 caused a dramatic change in the anion selec-

tivity topology. The found anti-Hofmeister topology indi-

cated that binding to the transporter overcompensates the

cost of dehydration (Figure 4b).With increasingπ-acidity and

no nearby charges in 10, the selectivity topology became

independent of dehydration cost, fully determined by the

binding to the transporter, with interesting preferences for

chloride as well as oxyanions, particularly nitrate (Figure 4c).

Anion�π interactions enhanced by π,π-interactions with the

planar oxyanion have been considered to account for this

interesting selectivity.

Activities did not increase with dimeric NDIs 16. Attempts

to reach higher activities with increased π�acidity in the

cyano series failed because the synthesis of the tetracyano

NDIs with an outstanding Qzz = þ55 B (!) was not successful.

Recent studies suggested that tetracyano NDIs are presum-

ably too deficient in electrons to exist under ambient

conditions.41 To reach extreme π-acidities, an alternative

approach was considered.29 Four π-donating sulfide substit-

uents were placed in the core of NDI 17 (Figure 5). Their

oxidation to sulfones converted the π-donors into strong

π-acceptors. The activity of the obtained NDI 18 was

excellent, with EC50 = 240 nM slightly better than that of

NDI 10 despite interfering methyl groups in the periphery.

The active suprastructures of the minimalist NDI transpor-

ters areunknown.Monomersareunlikely, also considering the

relatively low binding energies around Eint = �135 kJ mol�1

(Figures 2 and 3). Poor activity of covalent dimers 16 does not

exclude supramolecular active structures (Figure 3).28 Their

reduced activity could suggest that anions are bound too

strongly to be released in time,42 or that the dimer is toohydro-

phobic and precipitates before reaching the membrane. The

self-assembly into supramolecular dimers was achieved with

tert-butyl groups in ortho-position of the peripheral phenyl

groups.30 The most interesting results were obtained with

stereoisomers 19�21 with two chiral sulfoxides in the core

(Figure 5). Racemates (M)/(P)-19 and (M)/(P)-20 form hetero-

dimers in solution and crystallize as racemates (Figure 2d).

Enantiomers (P)-21 and (M)-21 crystallize as conglomerates

because the two ethyl groups on the same side of the aromatic

plane hinder face-to-face heterodimerization (Figure 2d). High-

est activity found for racemates (M)/(P)-21 suggested that active

suprastructures of NDI transporters do not contain face-to-face

π-stacks. Decreasing activity with decreasing Hill coefficients

confirmed that unstable active structures are better than stable

ones, and Hill coefficients up to n = 7.4 for (M)/(P)-21 indicated

the formation of at least octameric bundles as active structures.

NDI architectures without π-stacks, including NDI nanotubes,

have been reported before in different contexts.43

3. Halogen Bonds
Halogen bonds are the underrecognized counterpart of

hydrogenbonds.44�49 Likehydrogenbonds, theyaredirectional

FIGURE5. Structureof selected transporterswithEC50'sandHill coefficients.FIGURE 4. Anion selectivity topologies for (a) 14, (b) 15, and (c) 10.
Adapted from ref 28 with permission, 2010 Nature Publishing Group.
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and strong. Different to hydrogen-bond donors, halogen-

bond donors are hydrophobic. Halogen bonds originate from

the localized positive charge density, the so-called σ-hole, that

appears on top of a halogen atom from which electrons are

being pulled away by strongly withdrawing substituents (see

blue spot in Figure 6a). Halogen bonds are strongest with

iodines but occur also with electron-deficient bromines and

chlorines.

Similar to anion�π interactions, halogen bonds are at-

tractive in theory, confirmed to exist in the solid state and in

solution but just at the beginning to be explored in depth

for molecular recognition, ion binding, catalysis, and other

activities. Considering their unique combination of strength

and directionality with hydrophobicity, synthetic transport

systems appeared ideal to further expand the usefulness of

halogen bonds for the creation of function. Calix[4]arene

scaffolds were considered first (Figure 7).31 The binding of

tetramethylammonium cations to the macrocycle was en-

visioned to support anion binding to arene arrays above the

macrocycle. In calixarene 22, the pentafluorophenyl arrays

gave with EC50 = 25 μM reasonable activities in support of

operational anion�π interactions. Ongoing studies with

complementary calix[4]pyrroles from the Ballester group in

Tarragona further corroborate the general ability of an-

ion�π interactions to mediate anion transport across lipid

bilayer membranes (A. Vargas Jentzsch, S. Matile, P. Ballester,

unpublished results).

Replacement of one fluorine per phenyl in 22 with an

iodine in meta-position in 23 reduced transport activity to

EC50 ∼ 1 mM. However, computational models confirmed

that the halogen bonds in 23 increase rather than decrease

the anion binding energies. The inhibition of transport by

excessive binding is understood theoretically,42 dimeric NDI

16 could loose activity for the same reason (Figure 3). This

explanation suggested that weakening of anion binding in

23 could restore activity. One way to do this was to replace

the withdrawing fluorines in 23 by hydrogens in 24. The

result was convincing, activities went up as computed bind-

ing energies went down, both ending up near those of 22.

However, the most drastic way to weaken anion binding in

23 was to forget about the entire calixarene and try just

pentafluoroiodobenzene 25 instead.32 Quite remarkably,

activities increased about four times to EC50 = 260 μM,

together with Hill coefficients going up to n = 3.6. Activity

vanishedwith weaker halogen-bond donors in pentafluoro-

bromobenzene 26 and iodobenzene 27, anion�π and

cation�π controls 8 and 9 were inactive. High activity with

perfluorinated diiodobenzene 28 implied the presence of

higher-order active structures.

In the perfluoroiodoalkane series 29�33, linear chains

of intermediate length were best (Figure 7). A maximal

FIGURE 6. (a) Electrostatic potential surfaces of, left to right, CF4, CF3Cl,
CF3Br, and CF3I (red, electron-rich; blue, electron-poor). (b) DFT model of
chloride bound to six perfluoroiodobutane transporters 31 (compare
Figure 7 for structure). (c) Crystal structure of chloride bound to two
transporters 31 and potassium counterions bound to 18-crown-6.
Adapted from ref 32 with permission, 2012 Nature Publishing Group.

FIGURE 7. Structure of selected transporters with EC50's and Hill coef-
ficients. 22�24: Red spheres = anions, blue spheres = tetramethylam-
monium cations.
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EC50 = 3.1 μM was recorded for 32. Shorter tails remained

detectable down to the single-carbon transporter 29, where-

as longer ones were inactive because of the sharp onset of

competing self-assembly. Trifluoroiodomethane 29, by de-

finition the smallest possible organic anion transporter, is a

gas with a boiling point of �22 �C. Anion transport could be

turned on by simply bubbling the gas through an aqueous

suspension of vesicles. Activities increased with increasing

bubbling time. This quite remarkable evidence for transport

with maximal atom efficiency underscores the power of

halogen bonds compared to hydrogen bonds for transport:

Both are directional and strong, but halogen-bond donors are

hydrophobic, whereas hydrogen-bond donors are hydrophilic.

In fluorogenic vesicles, anion selectivities with anti-

Hofmeister topologies were observed. The validity of these

results in vesicles was confirmed with conductance experi-

ments in planar lipid bilayers. Application of a KCl gradient

across the membrane generated negative currents flowing

at zero voltage (Figure 8a, filled circles). The reversal potentials

needed to stop these currents from flowing corresponded to

permeability ratios of up to PCl/K = 37. This is very high,

biological chloride channels have PCl/K ∼ 5. Intriguingly,

anion transport with minimalist halogen-bond donors vio-

lated Ohm's law (Figure 8b). Exponential curve fit of the

nonlinear voltage dependence gave gating charges zg∼ 0.4.

This result suggested that anion binding and release are

faster than transport, and that direct acceleration of transport,

that is true current rectification, accounts for this significant

voltage dependence.

Hill coefficients up to n = 4.7 were consistent with the

binding of five or six halogen-bond donors around one

hydroxide or chloride anion (Figure 6b). Crystal structures

from the groups ofMetrangolo andResnati inMilan confirmed

the occurrence of halogen bonds between two transporters31

and a chloride, additional binding sites were obscured by

counterions trapped within bulky crown ethers (Figure 6c).

Viewed together, these results point toward an active struc-

ture with multiple minimalist halogen bond donors encap-

sulating the anion within a hydrophobic shell (Figure 6b).

This active structure is stable enough to compensate for

dehydration penalty but unstable and labile enough to

afford high Hill coefficients and voltage gating, respectively,

and to avoid inhibition of transport (compare 23 and 16).

4. Anion�Macrodipole Interactions
Compared to transport with anion�π interactions and halo-

gen bonds, transport with anion�macrodipole interactions

is different for several reasons. On the one hand, they do not

expand the number of interactions available to achieve

function beyond precedence in biology. Quite the contrary,

interactions between the focal point of positive andnegative

ends of the macrodipoles of bundled R-helices and anions

and cations, respectively, play a crucial role in biologi-

cal potassium and chloride channels.1�3,33 On the other

hand, synthetic transport systems that operate with anion�
macrodipole interactions are necessarily big, experimental

evidence for anion-macrodipole interactions cannot be

“nailed down” by removing all possible contributions from

other sources.

We entered the topic with peptide-urea nanotubes from

the Guichard group in Bordeaux.33 Solution studies and

crystal structures demonstrated that macrocycle 34 self-

assembles into nanotubes 35 (Figure 9b).50 Intermolecular

hydrogen bonding, mediated by a molecule of water be-

tween two macrocycles, orients all carbonyl dipoles uni-

formly and thus produces a strongmacrodipole. Macrocycle

36 self-assembles into nanotubes 37 that have similar

global structure but no macrodipole. Crystal structures of

the alkyl homologue of 36 show dimers with antiparallel

carbonyls that self-assemble on top of each other with the

support of two molecules of water (Figure 9a).

Anion binding at the positive end of the macrodipole of

nanotube 35 should thus be supported by anion-macrodipole

interactions, whereas nanotube 37 should fail to operate

with anion-macrodipole interactions. In fluorogenic vesicles,

macrocycles 34 and 36 were active as anion transporters.

The anion selectivity of 36 roughly followed a Hofmeister

topology (Figure 10b), whereas 34 gave an anti-Hofmeister

topology (Figure 10a). This nice difference supported that

anion binding to nanotube 35 with a strong macrodipole

overcompensates dehydration penalty and dominates trans-

port, whereas macrodipole-free nanotube 37 does not con-

tribute much to selectivity.

FIGURE 8. (a) Ion selectivity and (b) voltage dependence of transporter
25 in planar bilayer conductance experiments. (a) 2 M KCl cis and trans
(empty circles) or 2MKCl cis and 0.25MKCl in trans (filled circles). (b) 2M
KCl cis and trans. Adapted from ref 32 with permission, 2012 Nature
Publishing Group.
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The interior of nanotube 35 is too small to let anions pass

through. This left us with the question how anions could

move across the membrane after the likely binding to the

positive end of the macrodipole. A conceivable explanation

was that the first macrocycle with the bound anion on one

side and water on the other side would rotate around its

equatorial axis to make anion and water change place

(Figure 9). Then, the second macrocycle would rotate to

move the anion forward, and so on until the anion is released

on theother side and allmacrocycles in thenanotube are back

in their resting state, ready to bind and translocate the next

anion. This so far fully speculativemechanism is reminiscent of

the rotational translocation along a Jacobs ladder. Driven by a

transmembrane gradient, the Jacobs ladder would operate

witha subtle balancebetween losses inmacrodipole andgains

in hydrogen bonding to anions sandwiched between two

antiparallel macrocycles, and vice versa.

To elaborate on the presence and relevance of the

macrodipole for anion binding and transport, activities in

polarized vesicles were determined. For dipole-free nano-

tubes 37, EC50's increased with increasing membrane

potentials, whereas Hill coefficients remained constant

(Figure 11b). This change can be interpreted by a destruction

of the active structure upon alignment of the dipoles of the

macrocycles with the potential. In clear contrast, activities of

nanotube 35 remained constant with increasing mem-

branes potentials, whereas Hill coefficients decreased from

n = 4 to n = 1 (Figure 11a). This change suggested that

the active structure is stabilized by constructive potential�
macrodipole interactions. In other words, decreasing Hill

coefficients with increasing membrane potentials was con-

sistent with the existence and functional relevance of an

active structurewith a strongmacrodipole, that is, nanotube35.

5. Summary and Outlook
Over the years, the focus in the field of synthetic transport

systems has gradually shifted from basic can-do curiosity

toward applications in materials sciences (sensing, photo-

systems), biology (cellular uptake), and medicine. In this

Account, an emerging newapplication of synthetic transport

systems has been summarized, that is their possible use as

analytical tool to determine the functional relevance of

interactions that are otherwise difficult to detect. Examples

covered are anion�π interactions, halogen bonds and anion

macrodipole interactions.

The summarized studies illustrate that the interpretation

of results with synthetic transport systems can be quite

speculative. Thoughtful design of experiments is essential

to find meaningful answers. For instance, the development

FIGURE 11. Dose response curve of 34 (a) and 36 (b) without (empty
symbols) and with inside negative membrane potentials (filled
symbols). Adapted with permission from ref 33. Copyright 2009
American Chemical Society.

FIGURE 9. Self-assembly of 34 and 36 into nanotubes 35 and 37.
(a) Crystal structure of 37 (alkyl instead of Bn substituents); (b) crystal
structure of 35. Adapted from ref 50 with permission, 2010 Royal
Society of Chemistry.

FIGURE 10. Anion selectivity topology ofmacrocycles 34 (a) and 36 (b).
Adapted with permission from ref 33. Copyright 2009 American Che-
mical Society.
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of structurally similar controls that show dichotomic beha-

vior is of highest importance. Nanotubes 35 and 37 are nice

examples for dichotomic partners. Hill coefficients have

emerged as solid source of information on both cooperativity

as well as stability. Methods have been developed to under-

stand the most demanding situation with stable active supra-

moleculeswithn=1 (i.e., denaturation-assistedHill analysis).39

The message that structure determination of unstable active

supramoleculeswith n>1 has to be donewith utmost caution

hasbeenunderstood (because theyareminority components).

The lessons learned with anion�π interactions, halogen

bonds, and anion�macrodipole interactions are very basic.

As a result, their possible applications are very general.

Applications to the established topics mentioned above

are obvious. Applications to molecular recognition are less

meaningful because the interactions of interest are exactly the

interactions that are too weak to detect and used easily in

molecular recognition, and because the tight binding needed in

molecular recognition often inhibits transport. Cyclophane 16

and calixarene 23 are telling examples for this general rule.

Applications to catalysis, in contrast, aremost enticing. As

for transport, weak interactions are best for catalysis. Evi-

dence for the transport of anions implies that anionic tran-

sition states should be stabilizable in the same way. Whereas

catalysis with halogen bonds is slowly taking momentum,49

catalysis with anion�macrodipole interactions receives less

attention and catalysiswith anion�π interactions remains to

be realized. This is surprising considering the importance of

cation�π interactions to stabilize carbocation intermediates,

particularly in the biosynthesis of terpenoids and steroids.51,52

Theholygrail is the combinationof transport andcatalysis, that

is, translocation and transformation. One isolate example on

catalytic pores that operate with standard ion pairing exists

and justifies highest expectations for the expansion toward

anion�π interactions, halogen bonds, and anion�macrodipole

interactions (transition-state stabilization ΔG = �56 kJ mol�1,

voltage dependence, etc.).27 We do not know what we will

learn from combining transport and catalysis. All we know is

that, like all good research on synthetic transport systems, it

will not be boring.
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the Swiss Center for Scientific Computing are acknowledged for
providing the computer resources. For financial support, we thank

the University of Geneva, the European Research Council (ERC
Advanced Investigator), the National Centre of Competence in
Research (NCCR) Chemical Biology, and the Swiss NSF.

Note Added in Proof. For high transport activity with

halogen bonds, we felt that the cyclic oligomers 23 (EC50 =

1mM, Figure 7)31 would have to be unrolled into linear ones

that would be compatible with cooperative anion hopping

along transmembrane arrays of halogen-bond donors. The

first results with the classical p-oligophenyl scaffold10 have

just been published: An unprecedented cooperativity coeffi-

cient m = 3.37 for increasing oligomer length, far beyond the

1<m<2 for standardmultivalency, leads toanEC50=110nM

for the most active octamer 38 (Figure 12).53 The deiodin-

ated controls for anion-π interactions are also quite active

(m = 2.13, EC50
MAX = 1.3 µM).
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